
– I very often struggle to make decisions. 

It might be because I’m hypersensitive, and it always feels like everything is interconnected: 

everything. But it is also because making decisions implies consequences, and consequen-

ces terrify me.  

I am prey to the need of having everything under control. Longing to live a pleasure-and-

tranquillity-based routine, to let go from my every day all that agitates and consumes me. It 

is a hyper exciting and bigorexic existence when constantly pushing past your limits; at the 

edge of an invisible –for most people- complexity. Surrounded by the dangers of banal 

everydayness.   

– Anxiety blocks and tenses all my self. My mental health wobbles. I perceive reality worst. 

Unemotionalised, we become fear; and we starve until death happily fucked up. 
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Meanwhile, in the offices, they conspire. Choices are made, usually through an inherited 

power, all too often via a self-given —usually illegitimate— authority; rarely decided by those 

affected. Some autorise themselves to decide for millions of people to a direct or indirect de-

ath, to life lasting limitations; to translucent glass ceilings in an artificial and arbitrary selecti-

on –a totalitarian one. It is survival egoism, a cold war between those more and less privile-

ged among those more and less dispossessed. 

In other offices, they work. Many try to explain, others attempt to understand. Also, to renar-

rate: to recover marginalised perspectives buried under plumb and shit by dint of laws and 

humilliation. 

And in some of those offices, they even make love. 



Nevertheless… 

– I had you as an anxiety attack this morning. 

It was you, me, our fears and traumas. And Evil: that predatory instinct inside all of us we 

should learn to manage, towards different handling of pain.    

Cried, cried, cried; gasped even more. The stomach shrank, sadly not because of the gym’s 

effect. The back shook, mouth opened and tensed, the jaw slightly out of place.  

I cannot breathe, and my throat clogs up. My legs tremble, my feet strain. They'll probably 

stay tense for a week until I spread lotion and salt bathe them. I would love to do that now, I 

actually need to: if I were able to, my life would last for at least another ten years. 

– Problem here is trying to conciliate the working class reality and the bourgeois culture’s 

ideal, of course. It is a dislocation. And dislocation is hard to identify, ‘cause it is normality to 

you. Normality exists; although you need to dislocate it, delocate it, multiply it, desubjectify it. 

You cry, then. You’re wearing your Sunday punk best; and you listen to music. 
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"Tears. My heart drips, 

I believed it was stronger; 

but in the end they killed it: 

they sticked me a dagger". 

"The computer is always lying". 

"A kiss declares love; 

life faced death".
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